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Brooklyn based pH10 are the Penn and Teller of Live PA. Concerts are hyped up parties with intense

visuals and strange occurrences including strip-tease acts, strobe light helmets and dancers wrapped in

vacuum hoses. 15 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Drum 'n Bass/Jungle, ELECTRONIC: Breakbeat/Breaks

Details: We are tough. We've played the nastiest of venues and rocked the sketchiest sound systems.

We've been to countries where the electricity shows off to its friends by killing expensive samplers. We've

taken airplanes to play raves that were shut down before we cleared security. We've recorded entire

records in unfamiliar studios with no engineer and the "tight deadline". Be assured, pH10 can take it.

However, there is one thing that strikes fear in our jaded hearts - wait for it - day jobs. So, in trying to keep

Recone and crew out of 'business casual' for 2004, we bring you the hottest pH10 release yet. After the

success of the Needless to Say single in Feb. '04, Helmutvision has become one of the most anticipated

albums in the electronic underground. With three fresh joints featuring Pete Miser, Loads of big, nasty

beats and bass and dripping with the grit and force you've come to expect, this is an essential listen. In

case you have no idea what the hell a pH10 is, here is some bio information and a little history. Brooklyn

based pH10 are the Penn and Teller of Live PA. Concerts are hyped up parties with intense visuals and

strange occurrences including strip-tease acts, strobe light helmets and dancers wrapped in vacuum

hoses. Having played all over the US, Canada and Europe, pH10 has developed strong performance

skills to back up their studio recordings. This is a true stage show that leaves audience members

danced-out and smiling. Although the pH10 crew insists on light-hearted antics in their performances,

they take their productions seriously. Rather than employ the usual flowery bio-language to describe it,

we'll let some quotes do the talking: "Clark ov Saturn and Recone Helmut, two Brooklyn-based producers,

churn out some of the chunkiest, most amusing New York drum 'n' bass since Ming + FS debuted their
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Junkyard style many moons ago" - Lotus Magazine "The electronic scene stalwarts that make up pH10

come from the kitchen sink school of production, tossing all sorts of noises and samples, tempo changes

and a healthy sense of humor into the mix. It's miles away from the usual beard-stroking type of attitude

that's usually associated with the electronic music scene and all the better for it." Time Out magazine

With 2 full-length records and several CD and vinyl singles in their discography, pH10 stands apart from

most "electronica" crews. With more crossover appeal than any US jungle act in history and a live show

that rivals the biggest names, pH10 is expected to make lots of noise in the years to come. pH10 tracks

can be found on Dr. Israel's "Inna City Pressure", Soothsayer's "Zen Turtle", the Iron Feather Journal

"Choonz  Warez" compilation, the Terraform Records "Systems Evolution" compilation, the 12" single on

Terraformat Records, "Deffender", The Full length "Sci-Fidelity" on Freedomzone Records, the wildly

popular 2002 full length "Quarks and Gluons" on Terraformat Records, national "Truth" television ads and

the XBOX game "Amped".
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